
The Wonderful World of Second Grade 

 

Why should my child come to HVCS for second grade?           

My reading class offers a comfortable atmosphere where all students can experience success.  The class 

content includes spelling, grammar, reading comprehension, fluency and expressive writing.  The 

strategies employed in this class are constructed to promote progress for every student at his own 

level.  Those who have struggled and been identified as “lazy” are brought out of their shadow and 

begin to understand and even shine.  Those extremely capable students are challenged, accomplish 

more skill mastery and become more independent with higher order thinking assignments… AND   IT’s 

FUN!!!! 

Curriculum and content in second grade? 

The class content includes spelling, grammar, reading comprehension and fluency, and expressive 

writing. The students read classic literature on grade level, learning about well -known plots containing 

colorful characters experiencing conflict. Students are taught at their individual grade level.  Some 

students read very easy books at first that are connected to the “Lindamood Bell” Program.  These 

strategies also address weak symbol imagery and visual imagery which challenge some.  Other students 

read illustrated Classic literature by authors that include, Dickens, Bronte, Twain and many more.  They 

love these timeless stories and begin to love reading and all that goes with it.  The class presents a fun, 

interesting way to develop language skills that prepare them for the future. 

  

What are some traditions experienced in 2nd grade? 

One of our cherished traditions in reading class is to have a “happy party” after we finish a book.  We 

dress up as our favorite characters from the most recent book and have refreshments to celebrate this 

accomplishment.  We also have a school-wide  Dickens Day in December after everyone has read “A 

Christmas Carol” to recognize Charles Dickens as well as “Old Scrooge” and the giving meaning of 

Christmas.  The second grade participates in a field trip to a pumpkin farm in the fall and a trip to the 

Tellus Science Museum in Cartersville, GA in the spring where students mine for fossils and crack 

geodes.  There is  the Valentine dance where second graders participate in a sock hop and wear poodle 

skirts and learn many line dances and enjoy root beer floats. There are many other “happening” events 

no one wants to miss! 

 


